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Weekly Recipe #6
Science! (for market discovery)

FOR SCIENCE!
1.  OBSERVE (who)
Who do you think your customers are?  List several groups if you can.  Define them by 
need.  Are there subgroups that have a greater need than others?

2.  QUESTION (what)
What else do you want to know?  What sorts of things do you expect them to do based 
on their needs (and the other things you know about them)?

3.  HYPOTHESIZE (why)3.  HYPOTHESIZE (why)
Why do you need to know these things?  State a hypothesis for behavior (example:  
People will be willing to give us their e-mail addresses after 5 minutes of talking to them 
about floating).  State also what you’ll actions you’ll take if your hypothesis is right, and 
what you’ll do if it’s wrong.

4.  TEST (where & how)
WheWhere will you run the tests?  A good way to figure this out is by thinking about where 
your customers spend their time.  Shopping?  Socializing?  Working?  Online or in person?  
Choose several different locations if you need to.

How will you match your methods to what you want to find out?  A good experiment has 
at least two groups and controls for variables.  

Because this is CAKE and not a lab, and because we’Because this is CAKE and not a lab, and because we’re looking for quick, functional 
results, we don’t need to be as rigorous.  So if the hypothesis is that people will give you 
their e-mail address after 5 minutes of talking to you about floating, best practice would 
be to try talking to them about another (similar) subject as well (eg massage therapy)  
for comparison.

The results of THIS will tell you whether people are interested in floating specifically, or if 
the strategy works for other topics as well.  Not necessary, but kind of nice to know.

5.  ANALYZE (when)5.  ANALYZE (when)
From step 3, you should have actions already planned out for your results.  The severity of 
your results will, of course, effect things.  Either way, you should do more testing.  With 
positive results, test in the same vein.  With negative results, try something new.

You love CAKE, so you know 
that testing your market 
means getting as close to 
selling things as you can 
without spending 
much money.

Once Once we know that, though, 
what do we test?  How do 
we figure out who wants to 
buy our stuff?  Through 

gastroentrepreneurial science!

(of course)


